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 Commentary: I Voted For Trump--His Response To The Kill Shot & 
Restaurant Passports In America Is INEXCUSABLE—Trump is Pure Evil 

 From Trumps’ Rally Yesterday--JUST IN: "Take the vaccine-I did it-it is 
good!" shouts Trump about the Covid Kill Shot!! 

 And here is why Trump does not like the Covid PFIZER Booster Shot--
Because his financial interests lie with the Johnson & Johnson & he does 
not like losing money!!! Johnson & Johnson Heir & Trump Fundraiser (Who 
Trump personally appointed as an Ambassador) Killed More Americans 
Than WW2! 

 VAXXED Patients' Blood Examined, Horrific Findings Revealed by German 
Physicians! 

 Current Covid Kill Shot Headlines 

 The Kill Shot and Black Goo--Is it in You? 

 Black Goo Examined 

 Mississippi orders coronavirus-infected individuals to isolate at home or 
face up to 5 years in prison Mississippi's daily new cases are the highest 
they've been during the SCAMdemic  

 Surgeon General: Vaccine Mandates at Businesses, Colleges ‘A Very 
Reasonable Thing to Do’--Government using corporations and institutions 
to create a two-tiered society once the FDA fully approves the COVID 
injections  

 Locked Down Under! Aussies Warn America: You’re Next! 

 Australia runs mass child sacrifice Luciferian vaccine ritual targeting 
24,000 children (WARNING: GRAPHIC) 

 Draconian Covid Headlines 

 
 

++ In 1981 William Casey (CIA Director) Told the Newly Elected President Ronald 
Reagan: 

 
 

Ephesians 5:11, 13-16:  "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of 
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made 
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he 
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give 
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, 
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."  



The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines: “Reprove”: To blame, to convince of a 
fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a sense of guilt.“Circumspectly”: 
Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard against surprise 
or danger. 
Matthew 24:24:  "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."  
II Corinthians 2:11:  "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not 
ignorant of his devices."  
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble 
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then 
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."  
Luke 21:36 Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted 
worthy to escape all these things that shall come to pass, and to stand before the 
Son of man. 
Matthew 24:13 But he that shall endure unto the end, the same shall be saved. 
Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them 
that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me. 
Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth 
violence his soul hateth. 
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners. 
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word: 
“Communications”: companionship, communion 
“It does not take a majority to prevail... but rather an irate, tireless minority, keen 
on setting brushfires of freedom in the minds of men.” Samuel Adams  
“The average age of the world's great civilizations has been two hundred years. 
These nations have progressed through the following sequence: from bondage to 
spiritual faith, from spiritual faith to great courage, from courage to liberty, from 
liberty to abundance, from abundance to selfishness, from selfishness to 
complacency from complacency to apathy, from apathy to dependency, from 
dependency back to bondage.” Alexander Fraser Tytler 

 

+1+ PRAYER TO NEUTRALIZE OCCULT RITUALS  
Beloved Holy Savior, Lord Jesus, you are the sacrifice, the Lamb that was slain 
before the foundation of the earth, seated at the right hand of the Father.  We 
honor your sacrifice on the cross, your resurrection and transfiguration 
volunteered for our salvation. We worship you, exalt you and magnify your name 
above every name. You are sovereign, supreme over all.  We pledge our faith and 
love to serve you alone, forever.  We claim your Word: James 4:7: “Submit 
yourselves therefore to God. Resist the devil, and he will flee from you.” 2 
Timothy 1:7: “For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of 
love, and of a sound mind.” We come in the authority given to us in Christ Jesus. 
We cover ourselves with the Blood of the Lamb. We place a hedge of warring 
angels with flaming swords of fire around us and our families continuously. We 
put on the whole armor of God. We lift our shields of faith to interlock, standing 
foot to foot and shoulder to shoulder–a solid wall that cannot be breached or 
penetrated.  We resist and renounce Satan, the god of this earth. We rise to war in 
the Spirit against witchcraft, occult maneuvers and devices sent against Your Will 

https://www.azquotes.com/author/20531-Alexander_Fraser_Tytler


and the Body of Christ. We ask you to dispatch legions of your warring angels in 
full battle array, fiery swords drawn to enforce our petitions and intercessory 
prayers.  Rout your enemy on all fronts. Turn their hatred, anger, accusations, 
conflict, arrogance and wicked schemes upon themselves so that they become 
caught in their own snares and fall into the pits that they intended for others. We 
nullify, dismantle, cancel and oppose every satanic operation, scheme, maneuver and 
strategy. Cause secret plans, agenda and motivation of the enemy to be revealed for 
everyone to see.  We decree and declare that what these evil people meant for evil, you 
will turn it around and use it for the good of your people. We close every evil portal that 
has been opened. We break every curse, hex, spell, vex, enchantment, decree spoken 
or unspoken sent against the Body of Christ and your intercessors by every witch, 
warlock, Satanist, sorcerer, voodoo priest, shaman, soothsayer, medium, coven and 
every minion of the devil working iniquity; and send it back upon their own heads seven 
fold that they may repent and turn from their evil ways.  Lord Jesus, reveal your love to 
them.  Show them the truth about who they are serving, and their eternal destination if 
they continue in their present path. Open their minds, eyes and ears to receive 
supernatural insight and knowledge to understand the truth of the Gospel. Bring them to 
salvation.  We seal this prayer by the Blood of the Lamb and in the name of the LORD 
Jesus Christ. Amen. 

 
From: Contact Us Form Submission [mailto:notifications@cognitoforms.com]  
Sent: Sunday, August 15, 2021 10:48 PM 
To: drjohnson@ix.netcom.com 
Subject: Contact Us at Contendingfortruth.com - Virginia 
NAME Virginia 
SUBJECT Another Listener Insistence that the Covid Kill Shot is the Mark of the 
Beast—Which Means The Tribulation Started at least 3.5 Years ago 
YOUR MESSAGE…Even Sherri Tenpenny said it marks you.  
There may be another one that is easier to take like the microneedle patch, but 
like Patch says, these vaccines have all the same stuff in them already. He still 
has his free pdf's on anthonypatch.com. There's not going to be any third temple. 
We are the temple. All of this has symbolic meaning, like Jesus spoke through 
most of his messages.  
Please consider again that it could very well be the Mark. Even if we're wrong, 
and its not, don't you want to be on the "safe" side and say that you're not sure? 
Virginia 
------------------------------------------ 
Mary R wrote: Dear Scott, people like Anthony Patch are spreading lies about what 
the abomination of desolation is. They are telling people that we are the temple 
and the RNA will defile the temple. They are telling people that a literal antichrist 
man walking into a literal temple in Jerusalem, declaring himself to be God, is not 
true; totally twisting of scripture and confusing people. Thanks  
---------------------------------------- 
Scott Johnson’s Response: Virginia: Yes I have covered this many times and all I am 
concerned about is what the Bible says regarding what the Biblical parameters 
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have to be in order for the mark to be instituted and there is no way this could 
fulfill this for so many reasons.  

 
Why the Covid Vaccine is NOT the Mark of the Beast 
The chief reason is the Bible is extremely clear that the Mark is not instituted till we are 
at least 3.5 years into the tribulation, which clearly has not started yet. See the 
attachment.   
So my next point is where is the false prophet and antichrist? As only they can 
institute the Mark of the Beast according to the Bible (see Rev 13:16 below). Not 
governments or politicians, only the false prophet and Antichrist can do this. The 
‘he’ below is the Second Beast/false prophet who will cause/institute the Mark for 
the benefit of the 1st Beast/The Antichrist (just read the preceding verses to the 
ones below to confirm this).  
Also if the Covid Kill shot was the Mark, why are we not receiving this shot in our 
right hand or forehead?  
Also the Mark is a one-time thing, so how would one explain the multiple shots 
everyone is receiving if this is the true Mark of the Beast? Now they are 
mandating the 3rd Covid booster and there will be many more to come after that. 
So which one of these is the real Mark of the Beast? 
Also why is it not at least connected to our bank accounts, so we could not buy 
or sell without it? You see that system is not even in place yet, as we still have 
paper and coin currency that we can buy and sell with. In order for the Mark to be 
all encompassing, we have to have a totally cashless society for the verses below 
to work or make sense.  
Rev 13:16 And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to 
receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads: 
Rev 13:17 And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the 
name of the beast, or the number of his name. 
Rev 13:18 Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of the 
beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is Six hundred threescore and six. 
Also see my teachings I did on this exact subject below highlighted in green. 
Which are Biblical parameters for the Tribulation to start. 

 
Why Biblically We Are NOT in the tribulation--much less the second half of the 
tribulation where the “Seal Judgments” are opened 
Why BIBLICALLY we are NOT in the Tribulation YET 
From: Deanne  
Sent: Tuesday, February 9, 2021 11:46 AM 
To: drjohnson@ix.netcom.com 
Subject: What are your thoughts on this 
video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jm6XgPZpFfc&feature=youtu.be  
From: Scott Johnson [mailto:drjohnson@ix.netcom.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, February 9, 2021 3:06 PM 
To: 'Deanne' 
Subject: RE:  
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It appears this guy is saying the global economy collapse is the 3rd seal of Revelation, 
which could not be more false. Also that guy is Catholic (his YouTube site is “Queen of 
Peace”) so we know he is ultra-deceived on many levels. The description of this video 
reads: The global economy is already on life-support; should the Second Seal be 
a major war, what's left of the economy will collapse—the Third Seal. But then, 
that's the idea of those orchestrating a New World Order in order to create a new 
economic system based on a new form of Communism. Join Mark Mallett and 
Prof. Daniel O'Connor as they continue to breakdown the Timeline of events 
according to the Early Church Fathers, popes, and credible prophecies in our 
time. 
Now I just did a teaching a couple of weeks ago (I would highly recommend you listen to 
that—see below) where I again restated why Biblically we are not in the tribulation, 
much less the second half of the tribulation where the “Seal Judgments” are 
opened.  Also see my teaching: The Gog and Magog War, The 1000 Year Millennial 
Reign of Jesus Christ, The Abomination of Desolation, The Rebuilt Temple, The 
Image of the Beast, The 7 Year Tribulation Bible Study 
Also see:  
Emergency Freedom Alerts: 2-1-21-Part 2  
By Dr. Scott Johnson | February 2, 2021 
Table of Contents: 

 Q and the False Prophets/Profits Are Now Saying: Trump is planning to 
come back and to be a Champion of America! & Scott Johnson’s Response 

 Why BIBLICALLY we are NOT in the Tribulation YET, Abomination of 
Desolation, Rebuilt Temple, Image of the Beast, 7 Year Tribulation Bible 
Verses 

 BIBLICAL QUALIFICATIONS OF THE ANTICHRIST & WHY DONALD TRUMP 
CANNOT FULFILL THEM 

 
7 Year Tribulation Biblically Proven 
Emergency Freedom Alerts: 2-1-21-Part 2  
By Dr. Scott Johnson | February 2, 2021 
Table of Contents:  

 Q and the False Prophets/Profits Are Now Saying: Trump is planning to 
come back and to be a Champion of America! & Scott Johnson’s Response 

 Why BIBLICALLY we are NOT in the Tribulation YET, Abomination of 
Desolation, Rebuilt Temple, Image of the Beast, 7 Year Tribulation Bible 
Verses 

 BIBLICAL QUALIFICATIONS OF THE ANTICHRIST & WHY DONALD TRUMP 
CANNOT FULFILL THEM 

Also listen to:  
The Gog and Magog War, The 1000 Year Millennial Reign of Jesus Christ, The 
Abomination of Desolation, The Rebuilt Temple, The Image of the Beast, The 7 
Year Tribulation Bible Study 
Abomination of Desolation, Rebuilt Temple, Image of the Beast, 7 Year Tribulation 

Bible Verses 
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The Antichrist will enter the rebuilt temple at the mid-point of the tribulation and 
proclaim himself to be God:   
2Th 2:3 

  
Let no man deceive you by any means: for [that day (Comment: Rapture of 
the church) shall not come], except there come a falling away first, and that 
man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition;  

2Th 2:4 

  

Who opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is called God, or that is 
worshipped; so that he as God sitteth in the temple of God, shewing 
himself that he is God.  
Comment: So there has to be a rebuilt temple for this verse to be 
fulfilled. We also see: 
Dan 9:27   And he (Comment: This is in reference to the Antichrist) shall 
confirm the covenant with many for one week (Comment: Meaning 
confirming a covenant with many nations for 7 years, most likely will be 
a treaty to bring about the end of WWIII and peace to the middle east) 
and in the midst of the week he shall cause the sacrifice and the 
oblation to cease, (Comment: Meaning in the middle of the Tribulation 
(at 3.5 years) he will enter into the rebuilt Jewish temple in Jerusalem 
and commit the Abomination of Desolation—See the verses below for 
more clarification) and for the overspreading of abominations he shall 
make [it] desolate, even until the consummation, and that determined 
shall be poured upon the desolate. 

Now this abomination of desolation is also further referenced here: 

Mat 24:15 

When ye therefore shall see the abomination of desolation, spoken of by 
Daniel the prophet, stand in the holy place, (whoso readeth, let him 
understand:) 

Dan 12:11 

And from the time [that] the daily [sacrifice] shall be taken away, and 
the abomination that maketh desolate set up, [there shall be] a 
thousand two hundred and ninety days. (Comment: Or basically 3.5 
years which when comparing Scripture with Scripture [See Dan 9:27 
above] this confirms that we are dealing with a 7 year tribulation period) 

Now this abomination is in reference (in part) to the setting up of "The Image of 
the Beast" mentioned in Revelation: 

Rev 13:14 

And deceiveth them that dwell on the earth by [the means of] those miracles 
which he had power to do in the sight of the beast; saying to them that dwell 
on the earth, that they should make an image to the beast, which had the 
wound by a sword, and did live. 

 
Warning Of Grim National Security Crisis — 5000 Known Terrorists Released 
Play: https://rumble.com/vl7lgd-warning-of-grim-situation-in-kabul-...-national-
security-crisis-5000-known-.html  

 
Tens Of Thousands Of Unscreened Muslim Afghan Refugees Coming To US- 
Biden will make sure all these Muslim Terrorists get here to kill as many 
Americans as possible--with the Christians as the key target  
Play: https://rumble.com/vl8jc3-tens-of-thousands-of-unscreened-afghan-
refugees-coming-to-us.html  
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Related:  
While American Citizens Remain "Trapped" In Afghanistan, Planeloads of 
FIGHTING-AGE MEN (Refugees) Coming to Texas and Wisconsin 
Texas Military Base Prepping for 10,000 Afghans  

 
Hijab-Clad CNN Reporter Praises ‘Friendly’ Taliban Chanting ‘Death to America’ 
In an unbelievable clip only CNN could pull off, a reporter wearing a hijab in 
Afghanistan praised the Taliban for being “friendly” while chanting “death to 
America.” 
CNN’s chief international correspondent Clarissa Ward, clad in a hijab, mingled 
with the Taliban during their takeover of Afghanistan in the signature anti-
American style CNN is now known for. 
“They’re just chanting ‘Death to America,’ but they seem friendly at the same 
time,” Ward told the audience Monday. 
https://www.infowars.com/posts/hijab-clad-cnn-reporter-praises-friendly-taliban-
chanting-death-to-america/  

 
Biden Authorizes $500 Million For Afghan Muslim Refugees 
After the Taliban completed its takeover of Afghanistan, concerns about millions 
of displaced people flooding the west as happened during the civil war in Syria 
intensified. 
“President Biden has allocated $500 million in additional funds for relocating 
Afghan refugees, including applicants for Special Immigrant Visas (SIVs), in 
response to the Taliban’s swift takeover of the country,” reports the Hill. 
“The funds were announced by the White House late Monday to meet 
“unexpected urgent refugee and migration needs” and for “the purpose of 
meeting unexpected urgent refugee and migration needs of refugees, victims of 
conflict, and other persons at risk as a result of the situation in Afghanistan.” 
The United States has already promised to evacuate 80,000 Afghans who have 
worked in some capacity for the U.S. or other international organizations. 
There were no details on how the Biden administration plans to vet countless 
“refugees” entering America for terrorist sympathies, with the Department of 
Homeland Security seemingly more concerned about characterizing American 
citizens who oppose COVID lockdown measures as violent extremists. 
https://www.infowars.com/posts/biden-authorizes-500-million-for-afghan-
refugees-while-macron-worries-about-up-to-3-million-flooding-europe/ 

 
'This is a Dunkirk moment': Frantic race to get 'up to 40,000' stranded Americans 
out of Afghanistan as Pentagon admits only 165 US citizens were flown out last 
night - so where are the planes?!  
STAY AWAY--US embassy warns Americans to avoid Kabul airport in 
Afghanistan after ‘security threat’ amid fears of ISIS attacks 
THE US Embassy in Afghanistan has urged Americans not to travel to the airport 
in Kabul due to "security threats" amid fears of ISIS attacks - despite Joe Biden 
insisting there is "no indication" the Taliban is stopping US citizens. 
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In a statement released today, the embassy warned citizens to stay away from the 
airport unless a government representative sent instructions to do otherwise. 
Related: Massive US Cargo Planes are Taking Off with just 100 Passengers from 
Kabul – Despite Ability to Carry 600 

 
PRIVATE CITIZENS MUST APPLY FOR A FEDERAL LOAN IN ORDER TO BE 
EVACUATED FROM KABUL 
Play: https://youtu.be/7GFK8gUMQw4?t=106 

 
The Taliban Is Coming For The Christians 
Play: https://rumble.com/vl8iav-taliban-is-coming-for-christians.html  

 
Taliban is killing Christians in Afghanistan!!! Pray for the Christians!!! 
Play: https://rumble.com/vl77in-taliban-killing-christians.html  

 
Prelude to Mass Murder: Taliban Immediately Moves to Confiscate Firearms From 
Civilians 
In what has now become a familiar historical trend, one of the Taliban’s first acts 
after the militant group took Afghanistan was to confiscate firearms owned by 
civilians. 
Reuters reports that Taliban fighters in Kabul quickly set about collecting 
weapons from civilians because “people no longer need them for personal 
protection.” 
“We understand people kept weapons for personal safety. They can now feel 
safe. We are not here to harm innocent civilians,” said a Taliban official. 
“Give us your guns. We will protect you.” – Every government that is about to 
commit mass murder ever,” remarked Spike Cohen. 
https://www.infowars.com/posts/taliban-immediately-moves-to-confiscate-
firearms-from-civilians/  

 
By Design--Billions spent ultimately benefited Taliban... 
Built and trained at a two-decade cost of $83 billion, Afghan security forces 
collapsed so quickly and completely — in some cases without a shot fired — that 
the ultimate beneficiary of the American investment turned out to be the Taliban. 
They grabbed not only political power but also U.S.-supplied firepower — guns, 
ammunition, helicopters and more. 
The Taliban captured an array of modern military equipment when they overran 
Afghan forces who failed to defend district centers. Bigger gains followed, 
including combat aircraft, when the Taliban rolled up provincial capitals and 
military bases with stunning speed, topped by capturing the biggest prize, Kabul, 
over the weekend. 
A U.S. defense official on Monday confirmed the Taliban’s sudden accumulation 
of U.S.-supplied Afghan equipment is enormous.  

 
WITH THE CHINESE LOCKDOWN, ALL SUPPLY CHAIN SUPPLIERS ARE 
PREPARING FOR MASSIVE SHORTAGES AND HIGH PRICES 
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Play: https://youtu.be/iaEF4PM2Evs?t=105  

 
+2+ BABYLON SPEAKS: Pope Francis Creates Commercial Calling All Roman 
Catholics To Join The ‘Universal Vaccination Program’ As ‘Act Of Love’  

Pope Francis is now 
appearing in a new 
commercial aimed at 
Spanish-speaking countries, 
urging Roman Catholics 
everywhere to submit to the 
‘respective authorities’ in an 
act of ‘universal love’ and 
agree to receive the COVID-
19 vaccine.  
The ad includes Pope Francis 

& several other Catholic devils describing vaccination against COVID as a moral 
responsibility.  
Pope Francis joined six other prelates — in a public service ad in which he called 
vaccination against COVID-19 “an act of love.” 
“To the world’s billion-plus Catholics, the Pope is one of the most trusted 
messengers and holds unparalleled influence,” One Catholic Representative said 
“We are extremely grateful to him and the Cardinals and Archbishops for lending 
their voices and platforms to help people across the globe feel more confident in 
the vaccines.” 
https://www.nowtheendbegins.com/pope-francis-calls-roman-catholics-to-
receive-covid-vaccine-as-act-of-universal-love/  

 
Commentary: I Voted For Trump--His Response To The Kill Shot & Restaurant 
Passports In America Is INEXCUSABLE—Trump is Pure Evil 
Play to 5:54: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GziwBHRdR7w  

 
From Trumps’ Rally Yesterday--JUST IN: "Take the vaccine-I did it-it is good!" 
shouts Trump about the Covid Kill Shot!! 
Play to 1:00: https://youtu.be/Dk6HNicFnOQ  

 
And here is why Trump does not like the Covid PFIZER Booster Shot--Because 
his financial interests lie with the Johnson & Johnson & he does not like losing 
money!!! Johnson & Johnson Heir & Trump Fundraiser (Who Trump personally 
appointed as an Ambassador) Killed More Americans Than WW2! 
Play to 8:07: https://youtu.be/7XUsB5Danb0  
Related: The Trump – Rothschild – Rockefeller connections 

 
VAXXED Patients' Blood Examined, Horrific Findings Revealed by German 
Physicians! 
Play to 12:13: https://rumble.com/vldaex-vaxxed-patients-blood-examined-
horrific-findings-revealed-by-german-physici.html  
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This is the video reference in the video above:  
https://rumble.com/vldopd-vaxxed-patient-blood-examined-under-microscope-
with-horrific-findings-by-ge.html  

 
Current Covid Kill Shot Headlines 
CDC: 12,791 DEAD and 682,873 Injuries Following COVID-19 Experimental Shots 
Humans Become Toxin Factories With COVID Injection, Warns Dr. Kaufman 
Reports of Injuries, Deaths After COVID Vaccines Climb Steadily, as FDA, CDC 
Sign Off on Third Shot for Immunocompromised 
Nuclear: FDA Knew on October 22, 2020 that the DeathJab would maim and kill, 
cause heart damage, clotting and ravage children  
A Fully Vaccinated Man (Who is Now Totally Debilitated From the Kill Shot) 
Requesting That The Unvaccinated Stand Their Ground 
12-17 year olds side effects of vaccines, heart failure, heart attack symptoms with 
damage, myocarditis, pulmonary embolism, brain bleeds, death 
Actress Sally Kirkland After Moderna Vaccine: In My 79 Years, I’ve Never 
Experienced This Level of Pain 
Nobel Prize Winner Urges Public to Reject Jabs: Vaccines Facilitate Development 
of Deadlier COVID Variants  
Hundreds Injured by COVID Vaccines Turn to GoFundMe for Help With Expenses 
as the U.S. government shields vaccine makers from liability!! 
Over 32,000 People DEAD in Brazil Following COVID-19 Vaccines According to 
Official Media Report 
Australian MP Diagnosed With Bell’s Palsy After AstraZeneca Vaccine On Live TV  
Just 1 in 1.7 Million Children Died with Covid-19 in 18 Months, Whilst 1 in 9 
Suffered Serious Adverse Reaction to the Covid-19 Vaccine in the Clinical Trial   
The Pfizer Vax Turns Man Into A Zombie/Vegetable. This is the damage it can do. 
Worse than death. 
8 Slots For Booster Jabs On French Passport App - That should be more than 
enough to kill someone 

 
The Kill Shot and Black Goo--Is it in You? 
A listener said: This video is about the creatures in the Graphene Oxide in the 
Covid vaccines. Black goo, Morgellons like 
Play to 8:31: https://iconnectfx.com/view/ae3fe52c-d2ff-eb11-9969-0050568299de    

 
Black Goo Examined 
From: Janice 
Sent: Saturday, June 11, 2016 9:17 AM 
To: 'Scott Johnson' 
Subject: This is by far the very best lecture I have seen on the military and 
demonic significance of both black goo and Chemtrail technologies.  The 
scientist presenting the data is New Age, not Christian, so as usual there are 
bones to be spit out in his interpretations and assumptions, but I think the 
science and spiritual significance of his data are VERY important.  No Christian 
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can see this and not understand the absolute necessity in these days to be totally 
committed and submitted to Jesus Christ. 
Black Goo Programmable Matter, AI Nanotechnology, Morgellons, Chemtrails by 
Harald Kautz Vella 
https://rumble.com/vjdwc9-black-goo-programmable-matter-ai-nanotechnology-
morgellons-chemtrails-by-ha.html  
Keep up the great work! 
Janice Huse 
--------------------------------   
From: Scott Johnson [mailto:drjohnson@ix.netcom.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2016 12:54 AM 
To: 'Janice' 
Subject: RE: best presentation on black goo and chemtrail technology 
That was intense.  Man I wish the guy was not so deceived on the whole new age 
angle. He is just so deceived about various aspects of this and brilliant in other 
areas. The X-Files had a whole series on the black goo (the supposedly negative 
black goo) and it even confirms his assessment that there was a large deposit in 
the Gulf of Mexico, as they had at least one episode on that. I would really like to 
know more about that stuff from a Christian perspective.  

 
Mississippi orders coronavirus-infected individuals to isolate at home or face up 
to 5 years in prison Mississippi's daily new cases are the highest they've been 
during the SCAMdemic   
The Mississippi State Department of Health issued an alert on Friday ordering any 
coronavirus-positive individuals to isolate for at least 10 days or face up to a 5-
year prison sentence and a fine of up to $5,000.  
The isolation order comes amid surging COVID-19 cases in Mississippi, as the 7-
day average for new cases in the state reached 4,316 on Friday, nearly double the 
highest point during the second wave in January, according to Johns Hopkins 
University data.   

 
Surgeon General: Vaccine Mandates at Businesses, Colleges ‘A Very Reasonable 
Thing to Do’--Government using corporations and institutions to create a two-
tiered society once the FDA fully approves the COVID injections  
Play to 25:59: https://youtu.be/HgsjQ75JiWM?t=1482  
https://www.infowars.com/posts/surgeon-general-vaccine-mandates-at-
businesses-colleges-a-very-reasonable-thing-to-do/ 

 
Locked Down Under! Aussies Warn America: You’re Next! 
Play to 3:37: https://freeworldnews.tv/watch?id=611d389c8473755afd28c53a  

 
Australia runs mass child sacrifice Luciferian vaccine ritual targeting 24,000 
children (WARNING: GRAPHIC) 
New South Wales Minister for Health and Medical Research Brad Hazzard 
announced this week that 24,000 children would be targeted in a mass 
vaccination campaign under police guard, with no parents allowed inside the 
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Qudos Bank Arena where the mass vaccinations would take place. (We have the 
video of him making this announcement in the podcast below.) 
His announcement raised a lot of eyebrows. Why wouldn’t parents be allowed 
inside the arena? Why the police guard? Even more, why should children be 
vaccinated at all, given that children are at essentially zero risk of covid death 
and can therefore derive no “benefit” from vaccinations, even if they work. 
The answer may be far more disturbing that you imagine.  
The Qudos Bank Arena, it turns out, has been used as a satanic temple for many 
years, with Luciferian “art” performances held there that worship Satan and defile 
God. Many satanic rock groups have performed at the facility over the years, 
unleashing waves of demonic energy at the facility as demonic crowds cheer 
Satan. 
One rock group that performed there is called Skipknot, and their songs include, 
“The Devil and I,” “Wait and Bleed” and “Unsainted.” You can see their 14-
second teaser for their performance at the Qudos Bank Arena at this YouTube 
link, since YouTube doesn’t ban satanic worship videos, but they do ban anyone 
who tells the truth about vaccines. 
Here are some of the screen grabs from that video, and this song was performed 
at the Qudos Bank Arena: https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-08-19-australia-
runs-mass-child-sacrifice-luciferian-vaccine-ritual-targeting-24000-children-
warning-graphic.html 
What’s astonishing is that this video appeared years before the covid-19 
outbreak, demonstrating how demonic forces were well informed about this 
satanic attack on human society, even years before it took place. 
Right now, 24,000 Australian children are being marched into the arena where 
this satanic worship takes place. They are injected with dehumanizing, tissue-
destroying spike protein biological weapons while no parents are allowed to be 
present. 
This isn’t a public health initiative, obviously: It’s a child sacrifice ritual being 
carried out on a national scale. 
Any parent who sacrifices their child to the spike protein death cult is not merely 
condemning their child to suffering and death, they are signing a contract with 
the Devil which is bound by the sacrifice of their child, a common practice in 
ritualistic satanic worship. 
We have full details — with shocking, graphic videos and images — in today’s 
disturbing Situation Update podcast: 
Brighteon.com/44c1d780-8c1e-43f6-b602-347440e9de8a 
Related: Australian Police Pepper Spray Group Of Teenage Girls and Arrest Them 
For Shopping Without Masks!!---Many of the arresting officers were not wearing 
masks either! 
Australia: Construction of Mickleham Quarantine Camp Starts  
No taking your mask off in Australia while drinking!  

 
Draconian Covid Headlines 
NYT: Biden set to call for COVID booster shots every 8-months for vaccinated, 
3rd shots beginning in September 
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Woke NFL Team Requires Fans To Be Vaccinated To Enter Stadium The Raiders 
will require proof of COVID-19 vaccinations for games at Allegiant Stadium this 
season, the NFL team announced Monday night. 
Fans must show proof through the CLEAR app and Health Pass feature, and they 
will be allowed to enter the stadium without masks if fully vaccinated. For those 
who aren’t vaccinated the Raiders will offer vaccinations on site at Allegiant 
Stadium before home games, allowing newly vaccinated fans to enter wearing a 
mask. Fans who have one of the two shots of Pfizer or Moderna will be allowed to 
enter, but must wear masks until fully inoculated, or two weeks after the 
second shot. 
++ From: Michaela Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 1:28 AM Subject: See: No jab- 
no leaving our State!!! Hi Scott, We here in Australia are scared! It's all happening 
way too fast! 
Entire Country of New Zealand Put Under Lockdown After Just ONE Single COVID 
Case 
It Begins: Pregnant Mom Complains Doctor Won’t See Her Because She’s 
Unvaccinated 
Why Hasn’t Federal Vaccine Program Helped Those Whose Lives Have Been 
Altered by COVID Shot? 
Hawaiian State Tyranny 
150 Unvaccinated Nurses and Hospital Workers Fired – Now Massive Nurse 
Shortage Hits Houston 
HEALTH CARE COLLAPSE warning: Vaccine spike protein will unleash 
widespread neurological damage that overwhelms world's medical systems 
The Propaganda Worsens. Here's How They Are NOW Counting the "Un-Vax'd" 
More Confrontations at French Supermarkets as Un-Vax'd KEPT OUT France 
seems to be trying to starve people into submitting to the COVID VAX.  Yesterday, 
we showed video of Police preventing the un-vaxed from going food shopping.  
Today, video of Supermarkets that have hired BOUNCERS to keep the un-vaxed 
out pic.twitter.com/b9DDlwdqFk 
Irish Cops FORCIBLY SEIZE Woman for Quarantine after Trip to Turkey The 
government of Ireland is apparently not immune from the psychosis surrounding 
the nasty flu-like bug they call COVID-19.   Despite a 99.7% survival rate, they act 
as if the world is ending and forcibly, violently seize a woman from her home. 
Apparently, the woman had recently returned from a trip to the country of Turkey 
and "did not follow proper procedures." So, about six or eight cops, in full gear, 
complete with eye protection, respiratory protection, tyvek-type suits and gloves, 
barged into the family home to take the woman by force. The family members, 
stunned, merely talked/yelled instead of physically defending themselves from 
the attackers. TALKING DOESN'T WORK.  Action is what is required. Remember, 
the people doing this only understand actual FORCE.   Words mean nothing to 
them.   Your "rights" mean nothing to them.   The sanctity of your home means 
nothing to them.   These people are tyrannical monsters and the only way to deal 
with them is through the use of actual physical force. You have a natural right to 
defend yourself, your family, and your home, when being attacked. 
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San Francisco Prepares To Suspend Cops And Firefighters Who Refuse To 
Disclose Vaccination Status 
Aussie Cops Pledge To Unleash “Full Force” As Large Anti-Lockdown Protests 
Turn Violent 
FREE AUSTRALIA: The world needs to witness what police did in Melbourne 
yesterday--Police deployed pepper spray, fired rubber bullets, and tear gas into 
crowds of unarmed protesters and media. 
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